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ABSTRACT

Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation (PARylation) is a multifaceted
post-translational modification, carried out by
poly(ADP-ribosyl)transferases (poly-ARTs, PARPs),
which play essential roles in (patho-) physiology, as
well as cancer therapy. Using NAD+ as a substrate,
acceptors, such as proteins and nucleic acids, can be
modified with either single ADP-ribose units or poly-
mers, varying considerably in length and branching.
Recently, the importance of PAR structural hetero-
geneity with regards to chain length and branching
came into focus. Here, we provide a concise overview
on the current knowledge of the biochemical and
physiological significance of such differently struc-
tured PAR. There is increasing evidence revealing
that PAR’s structural diversity influences the binding
characteristics of its readers, PAR catabolism, and
the dynamics of biomolecular condensates. Thereby,
it shapes various cellular processes, such as DNA
damage response and cell cycle regulation. Contrary
to the knowledge on the consequences of PAR’s
structural diversity, insight into its determinants is
just emerging, pointing to specific roles of different
PARP members and accessory factors. In the future,
it will be interesting to study the interplay with other
post-translational modifications, the contribution of
natural PARP variants, and the regulatory role of ac-
cessory molecules. This has the exciting potential
for new therapeutic approaches, with the targeted
modulation and tuning of PARPs’ enzymatic func-
tions, rather than their complete inhibition, as a cen-
tral premise.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

The genome provides a basic blueprint for the synthe-
sis of proteins that are needed for cellular life. Yet,
what adds tremendous further complexity to proteomes
in terms of spatio-temporal regulation of dynamics, func-
tion, and crosstalk are post-translational modifications
(1). Poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation (PARylation) is a complex
and essential post-translational modification in most eu-
karyotes that is catalysed by certain enzymes of the
family of ADP-ribosyltransferases diphtheria toxin-like
(ARTDs), aka PARPs and tankyrases (TNKSs) [Lüscher
et al., manuscript submitted]. So far, PARP1, PARP2,
TNKS1 and TNKS2 have unambiguously been identified to
synthesise poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR), i.e. representing poly-
ARTs, while other members of the ARTD family act as
mono-ADP-ribosyltransferases (mono-ARTs) or are cat-
alytically inactive (2,3) [Lüscher et al., manuscript submit-
ted]. PARylation plays crucial roles in diverse cellular pro-
cesses, including DNA damage response and genome main-
tenance (4–7), chromatin regulation and telomere biology
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(8–12), replication and cell cycle control (13,14), transcrip-
tion and RNA metabolism (15), inflammation and immu-
nity (16–19) and cell death (20–23). Due to their versatile
cellular functions, PARPs can be involved in several patho-
physiological processes, the most prominent ones being car-
cinogenesis (24,25), ischemia reperfusion damage, inflam-
matory and neurodegenerative diseases (16,22,26), as well
as metabolic diseases (16,27). Consequently, inhibitors of
PARylation have been studied extensively with regards to
their therapeutic benefit and by now, four different ones,
i.e. olaparib, rucaparib, niraparib, and talazoparib, have
been approved for the treatment of certain types of ovar-
ian, breast, prostate and pancreatic cancer (28–33). In gen-
eral, the rationale for the use of PARP inhibitors in can-
cer therapy follows the concept of synthetic lethality in can-
cers deficient in homologous recombination repair, as well
as their use as chemosensitisers in combination with clas-
sical chemotherapeutics (34,35). Furthermore, PARP inhi-
bition may open up new possibilities for the treatment of
other types of cancer, like small-cell lung cancer (36), but
also inflammatory diseases and ischemia reperfusion in-
jury (16,37–39), as well as neurodegenerative diseases like
Parkinson’s disease (22,26,40). Recently, the importance
and influence of PAR structural heterogeneity with regards
to chain length and branching came into focus. Here, we re-
view the biochemical nature of such differently structured
PAR molecules, provide a concise overview on the cur-
rent knowledge on its biochemical and physiological sig-
nificance, and give an outlook on open questions to be ad-
dressed in the future.

Biochemistry of PARylation

PARPs use nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD+) as
a substrate to covalently modify acceptor proteins, lead-
ing to the formation of linear or branched polymers vary-
ing in branching frequency (41) and extending to up to
200 ADP-ribose units in length (Figure 1) (42). The ADP-
ribosyltransferase domain as a catalytic centre is highly con-
served in all members of the ARTD family and consists of
a donor site for NAD+ binding, as well as an acceptor site
for binding of a target molecule or the distal moiety of an
extending ADP-ribose chain (2,43). The nicotinamide bind-
ing pocket within the donor site is characterised by a con-
served H–Y–E triad, consisting of a histidine, tyrosine and
glutamate residue, respectively. While His862 and Tyr896
of PARP1 are involved in NAD+ binding, Glu988 is also
essential for catalysing the elongation reaction, as natural
replacement of this amino acid leads to the loss of PARyla-
tion activity, as seen in mono-ARTs (44–46). Interestingly,
there is evidence suggesting a vivid interplay between mono-
ADP-ribosylation (MARylation) and PARylation, as cer-
tain ARTs may MARylate and PARylate substrates, which
then serve as an initiation and elongation point for fur-
ther PARylation by other poly-ARTs, thereby potentially
extending the substrate range and leading to PAR mod-
ifications synthesised by the collaborative action of dif-
ferent PARPs and other ARTs as well as certain sirtuins
(47–49). Target proteins can be ADP-ribosylated at aspar-
tate, arginine, glutamate, lysine, serine, or tyrosine residues

(50–54), however, serine residues have recently emerged as
essential acceptor sites for PARylation within the DNA
damage response and this specific modification has shown
to be mainly dependent on the presence of histone PARy-
lation factor 1 (HPF1) as an accessory factor (55–57). By
binding of HPF1 to PARP1 or PARP2 through a negatively
charged region, a composite active site is formed by both
proteins, remodelling the original active site, and thereby
contributing HPF1 Glu284 as a key catalytic residue. Be-
sides directing ADP-ribosylation towards serine modifi-
cation, the interaction with HPF1 also substantially re-
duces PARP1 automodification, possibly through steric
hindrance, thereby providing an additional level of regula-
tion (58–60). After attachment of the first ADP-ribose moi-
ety, subsequent PAR formation can be subdivided into lin-
ear elongation and the introduction of branching points.
While elongation of the PAR chain is conveyed via (2′-1”)
ribose-ribose glycosidic bonds between ADP-ribose units,
the branching reaction is characterised by the formation
of (2”-1”’) ribose-ribose glycosidic bonds (61,62). It has
been proposed that branching, rather than elongation, takes
place, when the orientation of PAR bound by the PARP
catalytic centre is rotated 180◦, respectively (44). The ty-
rosine residue Y986 within PARP1 might play an essential
role in this process, as an amino acid exchange to histidine
(Y986H) enhances the affinity of the PAR binding site to the
pyrophosphate residue, thereby weakening adenine bind-
ing, in turn enhancing the symmetry of the acceptor site and
ultimately tipping the scales towards the branching reaction
(44,63).

Overall, PARylation is a tightly regulated and highly dy-
namic transient modification, as PAR synthesis is coun-
teracted by its hydrolysis by various catabolising enzymes
like PAR glycohydrolase (PARG) and others (see below).
While PARG is considered the main cellular PAR degrad-
ing enzyme and efficiently hydrolyses ribose-ribose bonds,
it is unable to remove the terminal ADP-ribose unit from
acceptor sites (64,65). The removal of mono-ADP-ribose
from proteins has been identified as the rate-limiting step in
PAR hydrolysis (66) and can therefore also occur as a per-
sistent intermediate during PAR catabolism, in addition to
being catalysed by mono-ARTs, e.g., PARP3 and PARP10
(47,67–69). Complete reversal of the modification is, in turn,
mediated by several amino acid-specific hydrolases, like
the macrodomain-containing proteins MacroD1/D2, ter-
minal ADP-ribose glycohydrolase 1 (TARG1), and mem-
bers of the ADP-ribose hydrolase (ARH) family (70–72).
While MacroD1/D2 and TARG1 both have been shown
to cleave the ester bond of modified aspartate and gluta-
mate residues, MacroD1/D2 are only able to remove mono-
ADP-ribose, while TARG1 can facilitate the removal of
whole PAR chains (73). As for the ARH family members,
ARH1 is only able to reverse mono-ADP-ribosylation and
additionally displays an amino acid specificity for argi-
nine (74), while ARH3 can hydrolyse PAR exoglycolyti-
cally and facilitate the removal of ADP-ribose, specifically
from serine-modified targets (75–77). Furthermore, several
phosphodiesterases like NUDT9, NUDT16 and ENPP1
have also been implicated in the degradation of PAR chains
(78,79).
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Figure 1. The poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation cycle. Substrate proteins are ADP-ribosylated using NAD+ as substrate, resulting in MARylated or PARylated
proteins. Degradation and removal of ADP-ribose units is carried out by hydrolases. ARH, ADP-ribose hydrolase; MARylated protein, mono(ADP-
ribos)ylated protein; mono-ART, mono-ADP-ribosyltransferase; NAD+, nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide; PAR, poly(ADP-ribose); PARG, poly(ADP-
ribose) glycohydrolase; poly-ART, poly-ADP-ribosyltransferase; PARylated protein, poly(ADP-ribosyl)ated protein. Figure modified with courtesy of
Maike Lehner (University of Konstanz).

PARylation and non-covalent PAR binding

Besides covalent modification, proteins can also non-
covalently interact with PAR chains through a diverse array
of PAR reader modules, the most common one being the
‘classical’ PAR-binding motif (PBM), which can be found
in over 800 human proteins (80). The motif consists of a
loosely conserved sequence of ∼20 hydrophobic and ba-
sic amino acid residues (81). The positively charged amino
acids within the PBM consensus most likely convey affinity
to negatively charged PAR chains via electrostatic interac-
tions, reaching KD values in the nanomolar range (82). Al-
though it has been hypothesised that PAR chains interact
with the PBM between the second phosphate of one ADP-
ribosyl moiety and the first phosphate of the next (83), up to
now the exact binding mechanism remains to be identified.
Furthermore, it is possible that multiple PBMs within one
protein potentially cooperate to bind especially long PAR
chains (84). Interestingly, PAR binding regions often over-
lap with DNA and/or RNA binding domains. The resulting

competitive binding between those molecules is likely to ex-
ert regulatory functions within the cell (85–91).

Another strongly-binding reader module are PAR-
binding zinc fingers (PBZ), identified in the DNA damage
response proteins APLF (aprataxin and PNK-like factor)
and CHFR (checkpoint with forkhead and ring finger do-
mains) (92), as well as an alleged variation identified in the
checkpoint kinase Chk1 (93). They consist of two conserved
cysteine and two histidine residues (Cys2-His2 type zinc fin-
gers) and can bind two successive ADP-ribose units within
a PAR chain (94). Contrary to CHFR, APLF possesses a
tandem PBZ motif, where both zinc fingers cooperate in
PAR binding reaching affinities with KD values in the low
nanomolar range (48,93,95).

In addition, the considerably larger macrodomains
(∼100–200 aa) act as PAR recognition modules, inter-
acting with the terminal ADP-ribose moiety on acceptor
residues reaching affinities with KD values in the micro- to
nanomolar range (82,84). To date, macrodomains have been
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identified in certain PARP family members, histone vari-
ants, as well as the PAR degrading enzymes MacroD1/D2,
TARG1, and PARG, thereby establishing a connection to
PAR catabolism (43).

WWE domains, consisting of conserved tryptophan (W)
and glutamate (E) residues, on the other hand, are found
in several PARP family members and ubiquitin ligases (96).
While their affinity for ADP-ribose is relatively low with KD
values within the millimolar range, KD values for binding to
iso-ADP-ribose lay within the micro- to nanomolar range
(82)––however specific binding characteristics and affinities
also appear to be dependent on the protein context (97).

Furthermore, forkhead-associated (FHA) and BRCA1
C-terminal (BRCT) domains have been implicated in PAR
binding, most likely through electrostatic interactions of
their phosphor-binding pockets with negatively charged
PAR. While FHA domains have been shown to recognise
iso-ADP-ribose, BRCT domains interact with ADP-ribosyl
moieties (98,99).

Finally, several DNA- and RNA-binding motifs have
also been identified as PAR-recognising modules, pos-
sibly due to the similarity between PAR and the nu-
cleic acids. Amongst them are RNA recognition mo-
tifs (RRMs) as most abundant RNA-binding domains,
serine/arginine (SR) repeats and lysine/arginine (KR)-
rich motifs, oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding (OB)-
folds, PIN domains, as well as arginine/glycine-rich
(RG/RGG) motifs (84,100,101).

The diversity of existing PAR binding modules, their
abundance in a plethora of cellular proteins, and the wide
spectrum of different binding mechanisms underscore the
ubiquitous nature of PAR–protein interactions and point
to highly regulated and specific modes of interaction with
PAR of different structural qualities. Furthermore, it stands
to reason that non-covalent PAR interaction and covalent
PARylation do not function as independent mechanisms
but are rather tightly connected on a functional level. First
evidence for this assumption was obtained from recent stud-
ies, investigating the interplay between PARP1 and the tu-
mour suppressor p53 or the RNA helicase DDX21, both
of which are binding to PAR from activated, automodi-
fied PARP1, which in turn mediates their covalent modi-
fication (85,101,102). While the initial, non-covalent inter-
action of DDX21 with PAR is most likely conveyed by a
C-terminal RNA-binding domain (101), PAR-binding of
p53 is mediated by its intrinsically disordered C-terminal
domain (CTD) containing a PBM-like motif. Interestingly,
another candidate for an analogous PARylation mechanism
is the multifunctional YB-1 protein, whose intrinsically dis-
ordered C-terminal domain has been demonstrated to stim-
ulate PARP1 activity in a PAR-dependent manner (103).
This is consistent with the finding that intrinsically dis-
ordered CTD-like regions are highly enriched among the
PARylated proteome (85,104,105), suggesting that the ob-
served interplay between non-covalent PAR interaction and
covalent PARylation extends to several other proteins.

Viewed together, PARylation is a multifaceted post-
translational modification that influences a plethora of cel-
lular processes and is therefore inherently involved in a
multitude of (patho-) physiological functions. However, as
much as is known about the modification in general, as elu-

sive the biological function and significance of its structural
heterogeneity remain. In the following, we provide a collec-
tive overview of what is known about the determinants and
the consequences of PAR chain length and branching (Fig-
ure 2).

DETERMINANTS OF PAR STRUCTURAL HETERO-
GENEITY

Looking into a possible significance of PAR branching in
vivo, we analysed PAR levels and quality in a comprehensive
spectrum of 12 different mouse organs via MS, revealing a
strong tissue-dependent effect, where high PAR levels did
not correlate with high levels of branching (106). This find-
ing raises the question about specific determinants of PAR
structure, which influence PAR’s structural heterogeneity in
physiological settings, e.g. in different cell types or under
specific (patho-) physiological conditions (Figure 2).

It has long since been known that some members of
the PARP family only catalyse mono- or oligo-ADP-
ribosylation (46), contributing evidence that different
PARP family members are able to direct PAR structure.
This is supported by studies reporting that in case of PARP1
branching occurs about once every 20–50 ADP-ribose units
(41,42), whereas no branching points have been detected
in case of TNKS1 (62). Furthermore, in a recent study
by Chen et al., the comparison of wildtype and Parp2–/–

mouse embryonic fibroblasts and U2OS cells via UV spec-
troscopy and liquid chromatography tandem mass spec-
trometry (LC–MS/MS) revealed only a slight reduction in
overall PAR formation in Parp2–/– cells, while R2-Ado lev-
els, which are indicative of branched PAR, were signifi-
cantly reduced. The authors concluded that PARP2 pref-
erentially synthesises branched PAR upon being activated
by binding via its N-terminal region to pre-existing PAR
molecules, e.g. synthesised by PARP1. A detailed analy-
sis of available expression data of PARPs in different tis-
sues and cell types may shed some light onto the question,
whether different PARP family members are responsible
for the PAR branching variations we have observed across
different mouse organs. In addition to the inherent activ-
ity of different PARP family members, naturally occurring
mutations and polymorphisms might also be a determin-
ing factor with regards to PAR structure. In a recent study,
we showed that differently structured PAR, as produced by
different (non-natural) PARP1 variants, influenced cellular
outcomes (106) (see below).

Furthermore, accessory factors can influence the qual-
ity of the formed PAR polymers. In this regard, HPF1
has been shown to not only switch the amino acid speci-
ficity for PARylation towards serine modification, but at the
same time also influence PAR structure. The detection of
PAR chain length via enzymatic labelling of terminal ADP-
ribose (ELTA) revealed a reduction of both the amount
and the length of PAR in the presence of HPF1 (107). In
accordance, using novel HPLC assays quantifying ADP-
ribose, NAD+ and nicotinamide, Rudolph et al. could re-
cently show that the presence of HPF1 leads to the release of
ADP-ribose, resulting in distinctly shorter PAR chains (60).
Additionally, activation of PARP1 by the Y-box-binding
protein 1 (YB-1) has been shown to increase total protein
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Figure 2. Determinants and consequences of ADP-ribose and poly(ADP-ribose) structural diversity. ADP-ribosylation is a multifaceted post-translational
modification carried out by the family of ADP-ribosyltransferases diphtheria toxin-like (ARTDs, aka PARPs). Acceptor molecules, such as proteins,
DNA, and RNA, are covalently modified with ADP-ribose units, and modifications can consist of either a single moiety (mono-ADP-ribosylation,
MARylation)––mediated by mono-ARTs––or linear and/or branched chains (poly(ADP-ribosyl)ation, PARylation)––mediated by poly-ARTs. Deter-
minants such as the activity or naturally occurring mutations of different PARP family members, the interplay with different accessory factors, other
post-translational modifications, or the intracellular NAD+ concentration might determine the structure of the ADP-ribose modification. Consequently,
the different structure of the modification can influence its degradation, downstream binding partners, the formation of biomolecular condensates, and
thereby diverse cellular endpoints.

PARylation but at the same time decrease the length of PAR
(108). It stands to reason that there are other, so far uniden-
tified, accessory factors that influence PARylation in a sim-
ilar manner.

Besides accessory factors, post-translational modifica-
tions of poly-ARTs could also influence PAR formation
by allosteric mechanisms or by directly affecting catalytic
domains of PARPs. Various modification sites, including
phosphorylation sites within the catalytic domain, have al-
ready been identified for PARP1 and have shown to affect its
activity (109–112). It is therefore reasonable to assume that
some modifications might also influence PAR structure.

And finally, PARPs are known to affect the intracellular
NAD+ metabolism through consumption of NAD+ (113),
but an inverted relationship, where cellular NAD+ levels in-
fluence the formation of PAR with regards to chain length
and branching, is certainly also feasible (114).

CONSEQUENCES OF PAR HETEROGENEITY: WHY
STRUCTURE AND CHAIN LENGTH MATTER

PAR structure could affect biochemical, cellular, and organ-
ismic outcomes in several ways (Figure 2). For example: (i)
PAR chain length and branching can determine the num-
ber of reader molecules that bind to a single PAR chain,
thereby influencing local concentrations of PAR readers
and/or bridging the formation of homo and hetero-protein

complexes. Also, highly branched polymer may limit the
available space for PAR binding domains of readers that
recognise linear parts of the polymer. (ii) Structure-specific
binding of PAR readers could lead to their selective sub-
cellular recruitment and localisation, functional regulation,
as well as degradation via PARylation-mediated ubiqui-
tination. (iii) The synthesis of structurally heterogeneous
PAR can consume variable amounts of intracellular NAD+;
therefore, this can significantly influence local and ubiqui-
tous metabolic processes. (iv) Since PAR is a highly charged
molecule, PAR’s structural heterogeneity is likely to af-
fect the biophysical properties of local subcellular environ-
ments, e.g., by regulating phase separating processes dur-
ing DNA repair and stress granule formation. And (v),
PAR molecules of different structural quality exhibit dif-
ferent stabilities/degradation kinetics and can give rise to
a variable spectrum of catabolic metabolites with specific
consequences in downstream cellular signalling processes.
Overall, PAR’s structural diversity is likely to influence the
spatio-temporal regulation of a multitude of cellular factors
and mechanisms.

Evidence from cellular and animal studies

Recently, we analysed the consequences of PAR heterogene-
ity on cellular physiology, employing PARP1 variants, first
identified in a random mutagenesis screen by Rolli et al.
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(63), as tools to mimic different PAR chain lengths and
branching frequencies in cellular environments (106). For
this, HeLa PARP1 knockout cells were reconstituted with
different PARP1 variants, namely (i) PARP1\Y986H, pro-
ducing hyperbranched PAR; (ii) PARP1\Y986S, producing
especially short, and slightly hyperbranched PAR and (iii)
PARP1\G972R, producing hypobranched PAR chains. Us-
ing those PARP1-reconstituted cells as a model system, we
then comprehensively analysed the variants with regards
to a spectrum of cellular endpoints, from clonogenic sur-
vival, cell viability, proliferation, and cell cycle progression,
to the overall resistance to genotoxic stress after treatment
with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or the topoisomerase I in-
hibitor camptothecin (CPT). While hyperbranched or short
PAR only slightly––and even advantageously, in the case
of PARP1\Y986H––affected the cellular phenotype, hy-
pobranched PAR synthesised by the PARP1\G972R vari-
ant on the other hand adversely affected several cellular
outcomes. Analysing gene expression profiles, we also ob-
served a significant upregulation of genes coding for cell
cycle inhibitors, apoptosis-related proteins, and DNA dam-
age repair factors in PARP1\G972R-reconstituted cells, di-
rectly in line with the observed cellular outcomes of G2 ar-
rest, increased cell death, and sensitivity to genotoxic treat-
ment (106). These results suggest that PAR generated by
wild-type PARP1, exhibits PAR chain lengths and branch-
ing already at quite the optimal length and branching dis-
tribution with regards to their functions in cellular stress
responses. However, if the balance in chain lengths and
branching frequencies is shifted towards shorter and hy-
pobranched PAR, this considerably affects cellular physiol-
ogy. This hypothesis is supported by results obtained from
a knock-in mouse model carrying the D993A mutation
within the catalytic domain of PARP1, functionally resem-
bling the G972R mutation. Here, primary mouse embry-
onic fibroblasts (MEFs) isolated from the mouse model dis-
played a decreased, as well as delayed PARylation reaction
after treatment with H2O2, the alkylating agents N-methyl-
N’-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG) and N-methyl-N-
nitrosourea (MNU), or CPT. Additionally, PAR branch-
ing was reduced in PARP1\D993A MEFs compared to
wildtype (WT) MEFs after H2O2 treatment, as determined
by mass spectrometry (MS). Those results could be con-
firmed by an in vitro auto-PARylation assay with recom-
binant protein, demonstrating a decelerated PAR forma-
tion and detecting shorter and less-branched PAR chains
for PARP1\D993A compared to PARP1\WT. Consistent
with data obtained for PARP1\G972R, the observed hypo-
PARylation in MEFs had detrimental effects on cellular
and organismic levels, leading to an increased sensitivity to-
wards alkylating agents, as well as a compromised DNA
damage response during DNA replication and subsequent
cell death or senescence (115). Taken together, these results
strongly suggest the importance of ‘optimal’ structured
PAR with regards to chain length and branching in phys-
iological settings. A limitation of these studies (106,115) is
that PARP1 mutants analysed therein produce PAR chains
with alterations in both - chain lengths and branching fre-
quencies at the same time. It has yet to be shown, if it
is possible to disentangle both parameters by engineer-
ing PARP1 mutants with more specific activities regard-

ing the formation of PAR of defined chain length and
branching.

When talking about structural heterogeneity, we also
need to consider mono-ADP-ribosylation (MARylation),
either as an intermediate in PAR catabolism or as a distinct
modification catalysed by specific mono-ARTs. In a pre-
vious study, utilising the mono-ADP-ribosylating PARP1
mutant E988K, we have been able to demonstrate the influ-
ence of PARP1-mediated MARylation on cellular physiol-
ogy. Already in unchallenged conditions, PARP1\E988K-
reconstituted HeLa PARP1 knockout cells displayed al-
tered cell morphology with enlarged nuclei, increased G2
arrest, and higher rates of cell death. Additionally, cells
were more sensitive to genotoxic treatment with the topoi-
somerase I inhibitor camptothecin (CPT) (116). Further-
more, ARH3-defective cells have been shown to accumulate
mono-ADP-ribose on histones in untreated conditions, as
well as in response to DNA damage, which is potentially
linked to pathological neurodegenerative outcomes in mice,
as well as humans (117–120). While the persisting MARy-
lation on chromatin has been shown to be non-toxic in this
case, persistent PARylation on the other hand elicited dis-
tinct physiological effects, in line with synthetic lethality in
ARH3- and PARG-deficient cells (47). To date, MARyla-
tion has been implicated in a wide variety of (patho-) phys-
iological processes, ranging from cellular signalling, tran-
scription and DNA repair to immunity, inflammation, anti-
viral defence, neurodegeneration, and cancer biology. Here,
we would like to refer to comprehensive reviews, further de-
tailing and discussing the various functions of mono-ADP-
ribose (121,122).

The influence of PAR chain length on non-covalent PAR-
protein binding

To establish a mechanistic connection between PAR struc-
tural heterogeneity and the observed cellular effects, it is es-
sential to investigate non-covalent interactions of PAR with
specific binding proteins. On this basis, potential down-
stream signalling pathways could be identified that depend
on distinctly structured PAR, providing additional insight
into the biological relevance. So far, several studies have
been published, analysing PAR chain length-specific bind-
ing behaviour (Table 1).

One important interaction partner of PAR is p53 (80),
which has been extensively studied with regards to PAR
binding (85,86,123–125). Electrophoretic mobility shift
assays (EMSAs) and surface plasmon resonance (SPR)
analyses using high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC)-fractionated PAR chains of defined lengths have
revealed that short (14–16-mers), as well as long PAR chains
(55–63-mers) are bound by p53. While short polymer led
to the formation of only one defined complex with p53,
longer PAR chains promoted the formation of three dis-
tinct complexes. Generally, the affinity of the non-covalent
interaction of PAR with p53 was found to be within the
nanomolar range (KD values from 3.4 × 10–9 to 2.5 × 10–7

M) (123). Additionally, differential scanning fluorimetry
(DSF) was employed to determine the melting tempera-
ture (Tm) of PAR-bound p53, as a measure of thermo-
dynamic stability. Consistent with previous findings, Tm
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Table 1. Poly(ADP-ribose) chain length- and branching-specific binding preferences of select proteins. LC–MS/MS (liquid chromatography tandem mass
spectrometry), R-Ado (ribosyl adenosine), R2-Ado (diribosyl-adenosine), EMSA (electrophoretic mobility shift assay), SPR (surface plasmon resonance),
DSF (differential scanning fluorimetry), MST (microscale thermophoresis), TR-FRET (time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer), KD (disso-
ciation constant), Tm (melting temperature), EC50 (half maximal effective concentration).

Protein Method PAR tested Strength of interaction
Preferred PAR
structure Ref.

APE1 EMSA 6–10-mer Weak binding Long, linear (132)
11–20-mer Weak binding
>20-mer (linear) EC50 0.77 ± 0.08 �M
>20-mer (branched) EC50 1.2 ± 0.1 �M

APLF PAR digestion and
LC–MS/MS analysis

Linear (R-Ado) Binding of ∼4% of input Branched (48)

Branched (R2-Ado) Binding of ∼24% of input

Pol� EMSA 6- to 10-mer Weak binding Long, linear (132)
11- to 20-mer Weak binding
>20-mer (linear) EC50 0.57 ± 0.06 �M
>20-mer (branched) EC50 1.3 ± 0.1 �M

DEK EMSA 18-mer No binding Long (90,131)
PAR overlay assay 54-mer KD 6.1×10–8 ± 5.2×10–9 M

(formation of 1 complex)
≤34-mer Very weak binding

Photoaffinity-based
proteomics

34 to 45-mer Intermediate binding

≥57-mer
Unfractionated

Strong binding

8-mer, 40-mer Log2 40-mer/8-mer: 7.56

H1 PAR overlay assay 5–10-mer Weak binding Long (90)
10–15-mer Intermediate binding
≥15-mer
/unfractionated

Strong binding

Histones PAR binding assay Short, linear
Long, linear
Branched

Binding hierarchy: branched
polymers > long, linear
polymers > short, linear
polymers

Branched, long (129)

NONO SPR ≤30-mer No binding Long (127,131)
≥60-mer KD 2.01×10–8 M
Unfractionated KD 2.32×10–8 M

Photoaffinity-based
proteomics

8-mer, 40-mer Log2 40-mer/8-mer: 0.71

p53 EMSA 16-mer KD 2.5×10–7 ± 3.8×10–8 M
(Formation of 1 complex)

Long (123)

55-mer KD 1.3×10–7 ± 4.2×10–9 M
(Formation of 3 complexes)

SPR 14-mer KD 3.4×10–9 ± 1.0×10–11 M
63-mer N/A, due to complex

binding behaviour
DSF 13–20-mer Tm ∼ 42.5◦C (85)

28–35-mer Tm ∼ 43◦C
36–60-mer Tm ∼ 43.5◦C

PARG Photoaffinity-based
proteomics

8-mer, 40-mer Log2 40-mer/8-mer: –3.07 Short (131)

PARP1 Photoaffinity-based
proteomics

8-mer, 40-mer Log2 40-mer/8-mer: 3.76 Long (131)

EMSA 4-mer KD 4.4×10–7 M
8-mer KD 1.8×10–7 M
16-mer KD 2.7×10–8 M
32-mer KD 7.9×10–8 M

RNF146 PAR digestion and
LC-MS/MS analysis

Linear (R-Ado)
Branched (R2-Ado)

Binding of ∼29% of input
Binding of ∼2% of input

Linear (48)

Competition assay 40-mer (average) EC50 14.5 ± 0.13 nM KD
1.2×10–8 M

No chain length
preference

(133)
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Table 1. Continued

Protein Method PAR tested Strength of interaction
Preferred PAR
structure Ref.

WWE-domain Filter binding assay 10-mer KD 7.5×10–8 M (107)
20-mer KD 6.7×10–8 M

MST 20-mer KD 1.0×10–7 M

WRN PAR overlay assay ≤10-mer Strong binding No preference (89)
≥10-mer Very strong binding

XPA EMSA 16-mer No binding Long (123)
55-mer KD 3.2×10–7 ± 7.7×10–9 M

(formation of 1 complex)
SPR 16-mer No binding

63-mer KD 6.5×10–9 ± 1.3×10–10 M

XRCC1 TR-FRET Mono-ADP-ribose EC50 1.39 ± 0.06 mM ? (126)
2–7-mer EC50 110 ± 13 nM
8–15-mer EC50 28 ± 2 nM
16–23-mer EC50 17 ± 1 nM
24–41-mer EC50 22 ± 2 nM

Recruitment to sites of
laser-induced DNA
damage

Cells reconstituted
with PARP1/WT and
PARP1\Y986S
(producing short
PAR)

Impaired recruitment to sites
of DNA damage in cells
reconstituted with
PARP1\Y986S compared to
cells reconstituted with
PARP1/WT

(106)

Photoaffinity-based
proteomics

8-mer, 40-mer Log2 40-mer/8-mer: -2.06 (131)

increased in a PAR chain length-dependent manner, again
indicative of a higher affinity of p53 towards longer PAR
chains (85). Furthermore, analysis of the PAR–p53 inter-
action via attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform in-
frared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) supported the previously
obtained results and revealed preferential binding of p53
to PAR compared to DNA, which holds true for both
sequence-dependent and -independent binding of p53 to
DNA (86,124). In line with this finding, EMSA experiments
showed that PAR was able to inhibit and even reverse bind-
ing of p53 to its consensus sequence (125). These results
point to chain length-dependent regulatory functions of
non-covalent p53-PAR binding with respect to p53′s com-
plex DNA binding properties.

In contrast to p53, the DNA repair protein XPA (xe-
roderma pigmentosum complementation group A) was
shown to promote the formation of a single complex with
long PAR chains (55-mers), while no interaction could be
determined with short polymer (16-mers) in EMSA and
SPR experiments. The binding affinity of XPA to long poly-
mers is comparable to the one of p53 (KD values from
6.5 × 10–9 to 3.2 × 10–7 M). In line with the lack of inter-
action between XPA and short PAR molecules, the DNA-
binding ability of XPA was only significantly influenced by
the addition of longer PAR chains (88,123).

For XRCC1 (X-ray repair cross-complementing 1), an
important scaffold protein within base excision repair
(BER), a preference for PAR chains longer than 7 ADP-
ribose units could be shown in time-resolved fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (TR-FRET) experiments, using
the terbium-labelled BRCT1 domain of XRCC1 as a FRET
donor and FITC-NAD+ within PAR chains as an accep-
tor. While BRCT1-binding to mono-ADP-ribose (EC50 of

1.39 ± 0.06 mM) and short ADP-ribose oligomers (2- to
7-mers; EC50 of 110 ± 13 nM) was relatively weak, longer
PAR chains (8- to 41-mers) were bound with higher affinity
(EC50 of 16–30 nM) (126). Furthermore, it could be shown
that especially short PAR polymer, as produced by the
PARP1 variant PARP1\Y986S, failed to efficiently recruit
XRCC1 to sites of laser-induced DNA damage in HeLa
cells, both in comparison to longer hyper-/hypobranched
or wildtype PAR (106).

Another protein that has been shown to preferentially
bind longer PAR chains is the oncoprotein DEK. While
longer PAR chains (54-mers) promoted the formation of
one defined complex with DEK in EMSA experiments with
high binding affinities in the nanomolar range (KD value
of 6 × 10–8 M), no complex formation could be observed
in combination with short PAR molecules (18-mers). These
results could be confirmed in PAR overlay assays with pu-
rified recombinant DEK and pooled HPLC-fractionated
PAR chains. Here, binding affinities for long PAR chains
(≥57-mers or unfractionated) were strong, while slightly
weaker for medium sized PAR chains (34–54-mers) and very
weak for shorter PAR chains (≤34-mers). In contrast to
p53 and XPA, non-covalent interaction with either short,
long or unfractionated PAR chains did not significantly in-
fluence the ability of DEK to bind to DNA, as shown by
South-Western analyses with immobilised DEK (90).

The nuclear RNA-binding protein NONO (non-POU
domain-containing octamer-binding protein) represents yet
another non-covalent interaction partner of PAR that
shows high binding affinities towards long PAR chains (≥
60-mers). They are bound by NONO with similar affin-
ity than unfractionated PAR (KD value of 2.32 × 10–8 for
unfractionated PAR and 2.01 × 10-8 for long PAR chains
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60-mers), while interactions with short PAR chains (≤ 30-
mers) could not be detected in PAR-binding and SPR ex-
periments (127).

Histones have long since been shown to bind PAR
chains with high affinity. In different cell types, namely ker-
atinocytes and rat hepatocytes, H1 has been found to be
the predominant PAR binding protein, followed by the core
histones H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 (128). For histone H1,
PAR overlay assays showed a chain length-dependent in-
crease in affinity, where short chains (5–10-mers) were only
bound weakly and longer polymers (≥15-mers or unfrac-
tionated) were bound relatively tightly to the immobilised
histone (90). Accordingly, binding assays in combination
with DNA sequencing gels showed that all analysed his-
tones preferentially bound to longer over shorter PAR poly-
mer (129).

The RecQ helicase WRN (Werner syndrome protein) on
the other hand seems to bind PAR chains independent of
their length. While WRN showed a marginally higher affin-
ity towards longer (and branched) PAR chains in PAR over-
lay assays, it still bound very short PAR chains (≤ 10-mers)
strongly and with a similar affinity to unfractionated PAR.
DNA binding of WRN, as well as its helicase and exonucle-
ase activities, are abolished with increasing concentrations
of PAR (89).

Based on those results, we can summarise that p53, XPA,
XRCC1, DEK, NONO and histones show a preference for
binding to longer PAR chains, but while p53, XPA, XRCC1,
DEK and histones non-covalently interact with PAR via a
conserved PAR binding motif (PBM) comprised of basic
and hydrophobic amino acids (81,88,90,123,129), NONO
has been shown to bind PAR via an RNA recognition
motif (RRM) (127). Reversing the argument, p53, XPA,
XRCC1, DEK, histones and WRN all share the common
PBM consensus sequence (81,88–90,123,129), but show dif-
ferent binding behaviour, especially to short PAR chains.
Taken together, this leads to the assumption that other reg-
ulatory mechanisms, or other so far unidentified PAR bind-
ing motifs or structural nuances, have to be at play. Appar-
ently, the mode of PAR binding does not necessarily seem
to be the sole determining factor for affinity to short or long
PAR chains. Also, the functional significances of the specific
PAR binding behaviours of the factors mentioned above are
largely unknown and have to be elucidated in the future.
In the following we give an example which provides some
first hints of such functional significance of PAR of variable
chain lengths.

One example of how PAR chain length can influence
downstream cellular processes was provided by Min et al.,
analysing the serine/threonine-protein kinase Chk1, which
is able to bind PAR chains via its PAR-binding regula-
tory (PbR) motif (93). While a possible chain length-specific
binding of Chk1 to PAR was not investigated, the modula-
tion of its kinase activity by chain length-dependent PAR
binding could be demonstrated. Employing an in vitro ki-
nase activity assay with GST-tagged Chk1 and subsequent
analysis of Chk1 autophosphorylation as an indication for
its activity, it could be shown that long PAR chains (>65-
mers) stimulate Chk1 kinase activity, while shorter PAR
chains (26–30-mers) do not (93). Additionally, it could be
shown that parthanatos, as a PAR-induced and caspase-

independent cell death mechanism, is more strongly in-
duced by long polymer with an average length of 60 ADP-
ribose units, than by shorter polymer (16- or 30-mers). At an
equal concentration of 80 nM, long polymer induced >80%
cell death in cortical neurons (an increase of 40–50% com-
pared to shorter polymer), as determined by Hoechst33342
and PI staining and subsequent quantitative, computer-
assisted cell counting (130).

In a recent study, Dasovich et al. significantly extended
the spectrum of PAR chain length-specific interacting pro-
teins using photoaffinity probes consisting of either short
or long PAR (8-mer or 40-mer, respectively) and an incor-
porated photo-inducible crosslinker (131). While some of
the insights obtained from the previously mentioned stud-
ies could be verified, others could not. In line with earlier
results, DEK could be identified as a long-PAR binder (log2
ratio of long to short PAR of 7.56). Contrary to previous re-
sults, however, XRCC1 and NONO were identified as short
or indifferent PAR binders (log2 ratios of –2.06 and 0.71,
respectively). How these seemingly contradictory results
can be reconciled awaits clarification. It may be possible
that some of the proteins identified in cell lysates by Daso-
vich et al. have different protein modifications or accessory
binding partners that modify their PAR-binding specifici-
ties which cannot be recapitulated in vitro with recombi-
nant proteins alone. Interestingly, in the study by Dasovich
et al. also PARP1 itself was shown to preferentially bind
long PAR chains (log2 ratio of 3.76), which could also be
verified in EMSA experiments using recombinant PARP1.
There, the binding affinity increased approximately 16-fold
from 4 to 16-mers, with nanomolar affinities for 16–32-mers
(KD values of 1.1 × 10–8 M to 1.1 × 10–7 M). As PAR is
rapidly formed by PARP1 after detection of DNA dam-
age and subsequently degraded by catabolising enzymes,
chain length may therefore present a regulatory mechanism
to direct PARP1 dissociation. Additionally, also the PAR
catabolising enzyme PARG has been shown to rather bind
to short PAR chains (log2 ratio –3.07) (131), possibly indi-
cating a preferential degradation of short polymer (cf. sec-
tion on ‘The influence of PAR chain length and branching on
PAR catabolism’).

The influence of PAR branching on non-covalent PAR-protein
binding

While the influence of PAR chain length on protein bind-
ing and downstream processes has been studied for several
different interaction partners, the understanding of PAR
branching is still in its infancy.

As mentioned previously, histones have been shown to
preferentially bind long PAR chains over shorter ones
(90,129). Employing binding assays in combination with se-
quencing gels and subsequent analysis of degradation prod-
ucts of polymer fractions for branching frequency, all anal-
ysed histones (i.e. H1, H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) could be
shown to bind with higher affinity to branched polymer
over long or short linear polymer (129).

Another protein that has recently been connected to
binding of branched PAR is the histone chaperone APLF.
To analyse its binding properties, PAR chains bound by
recombinant APLF were digested by PARG, pyrophos-
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phatase and alkaline phosphatase and subsequently anal-
ysed via LC-MS/MS. This revealed an enrichment of
diribosyl-adenosine (R2-Ado; indicative of branched parts
of the polymer) over ribosyl-adenosine (R-Ado; indicative
of linear parts of the polymer), suggesting preferential bind-
ing of the protein to branched PAR chains (48). Structural
studies have revealed two tandem PAR-binding zinc finger
(PBZ) motifs within APLF, of which the first presents with
a high affinity for PAR (KD value of 5 × 10–8 M), whereas
the second displays a considerably lower affinity (KD value
of 8 × 10–6 M). This is in line with the theory that the
first PBZ motif is able to bind two ADP-ribose molecules,
while the second one only binds one ADP-ribose molecule
(94,95,134) and permits the hypothesis that those tandem
PBZ motifs might function as specific readers for branched
PAR molecules (48). The study by Chen et al. also suggests
a functional significance by reporting that the synthesis of
branched PAR by PARP2 (see above) in combination with
its binding to APLF leads to histone H3 removal at sites of
DNA damage (48).

Two additional proteins, where binding to branched
PAR chains has recently been investigated, are the
apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1 (APE1) and DNA
polymerase � (Pol�), both involved in the BER pathway.
EMSA experiments, performed after fractionation of PAR
chains by anion exchange chromatography, revealed effec-
tive binding of both proteins to fractions containing long
and branched PAR chains (>20-mers) over fractions con-
taining mostly small (6 to 10-mers) or medium sized (11 to
20-mers) PAR polymer. Separation of fractions into long
and mostly linear or long and mostly branched polymers
revealed a moderate binding preference of APE1 and Pol�
to linear chains (EC50 of 0.77 ± 0.08 and 0.57 ± 0.06
�M, respectively) over branched PAR chains (EC50 of
1.2 ± 0.1 and 1.3 ± 0.1 �M, respectively). Using the N-
terminally truncated APE1N�35 variant, the positively
charged N-terminal amino acids 1–35 could be implicated
in the binding of APE1 to linear PAR polymer, as affinity to
PAR decreased in general, but to a higher extent for the frac-
tion containing mostly linear PAR chains (EC50 of 3.4 ± 0.3
�M for branched chains and EC50 of 9.0 ± 1.2 �M for lin-
ear chains) (132).

Another PAR binding protein of interest, which might
have a preference for linear PAR chains, is represented
by the RING-domain E3 ligase RNF146 (also known as
iduna). Similar to WRN, RNF146 has been shown to bind
PAR chains of variable chain lengths, with nanomolar affin-
ity for PAR polymers with an average length of 40 ADP-
ribose units (KD value of 1.2 × 10–8 M) (133). A filter-
binding assay revealed similar binding constants for the in-
teraction of the RNF146 WWE domain with either 10-mer
(7.5 × 10–8 M) or 20-mer (6.7 × 10-8 M) PAR chains (107).
While there appears to be no major chain length speci-
ficity, interestingly, data from Chen et al. (48) suggest that
RNF146 preferentially binds linear PAR chains, which are
thought to be produced by tankyrases (62). In this regard,
it is important to note that RNF146 acts as a positive reg-
ulator of Wnt signalling in the cytoplasm, where it inter-
acts with PAR produced by TNKS1 and promotes the poly-
ubiquitination and degradation of axin (135,136), thereby
bridging PARylation and the ubiquitin system. Mechanis-

tically, this PARylation-dependent ubiquitination is medi-
ated by binding of PAR or iso-ADP-ribose to the WWE
domain of RNF146, thereby inducing the allosteric acti-
vation of the RNF146 ubiquitin ligase. In addition to its
functions in the cytoplasm, RNF146 is also activated in
the nucleus in a PARP1-dependent manner to target pro-
teins, such as PARP1 itself, XRCC1, DNA ligase III, and
KU70 for proteasomal degradation (137). As a perspective,
it will be interesting to test the hypothesis, whether such
PARylation-dependent ubiquitination is exerted specifically
by PAR molecules of defined structural characteristics. Fur-
thermore, it will be interesting to analyse, if and how the in-
teraction of RNF146 with structurally defined PAR chains
will influence the degradation efficiencies and kinetics of the
respective RNF146 target proteins.

Evidently, the influence of PAR branching on non-
covalent protein binding is considerably less explored than
the influence of PAR chain length, therefore presenting an
interesting topic for further research, in particular in view
of PAR regulating processes of liquid-liquid demixing and
biomolecular condensate formation as discussed in the fol-
lowing section.

The potential influence of PAR chain length and branching on
biomolecular condensate formation

Through binding to different interaction partners, PAR
chain length and branching might also influence the dy-
namics of so-called biomolecular condensates by regulating
liquid-liquid phase separation. Up to now, no study specifi-
cally explored how PAR chain length and branching affects
the dynamics of biomolecular condensates. Yet, as phase
separation occurs as a function of affinity, binding prefer-
ences of proteins towards PAR chains of different lengths
and branching frequencies might serve as means to regulate
the assembly of biomolecular condensates and at the same
time determine protein interactions within. It has been sug-
gested that PAR functions as a scaffold, where valency and
specificity of protein binding are controlled by (i) the num-
ber of PARylated sites on a single acceptor molecule, (ii) the
number of ADP-ribose units within one PAR chain, and
(iii) the (linear or branched) structure of the modification
(100). What has been revealed in this respect by now is that
PAR can initiate liquid-liquid phase separation, resulting
in a fast and fully reversible accumulation of different in-
trinsically disordered proteins at DNA strand breaks (105).
For example, the fused in sarcoma (FUS) protein can bind
PAR via its C-terminal RGG domains, which drives phase
separation (105). FUS is involved in the regulation of RNA
metabolism and has been implicated in the repair of DNA
strand breaks. PAR-mediated FUS-containing assemblies
might be vital in the formation of transient DNA repair
compartments (138). Furthermore, the PAR-binding het-
erogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein A1 (hnRNP A1) un-
dergoes phase separation into protein-rich droplets and this
process is strongly promoted by binding of PAR to the PBM
motif of hnRNP A1 (87,139). Besides seeding of biomolecu-
lar condensates, PAR has also been connected to their main-
tenance in context with apoptosis signal-regulating kinase
3 (ASK3) during osmotic stress. ASK3 bidirectionally re-
sponds to changes in osmolality, being phosphorylated and
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therefore activated under hypoosmotic conditions and in
turn dephosphorylated and inactivated under hyperosmotic
conditions, consequently regulating cell volume recovery.
During hyperosmosis, liquid phase separation of ASK3 is
necessary for its inactivation and PAR has been shown to
maintain liquidity of those condensates, therefore present-
ing a supporting factor in osmotic stress regulation (140).
For more detailed information on the involvement of PAR
in biomolecular condensate formation, we would like to re-
fer to a recent review article by Leung (100).

In conclusion, considering the biophysical nature of their
regulation, it can be expected that PAR structure-specific
properties play a decisive role in the spatio-temporal regu-
lation of liquid-liquid demixing processes.

The influence of PAR chain length and branching on PAR
catabolism

Besides its previously mentioned effects, PAR structure also
influences its catabolism by different PAR degrading en-
zymes.

Monitoring the degradation of long PAR chains by pu-
rified PARG via the release of monomeric ADP-ribose,
as well as the decrease of acid-insoluble ADP-ribose
molecules, a biphasic course of PAR degradation could
be demonstrated. While large polymers were degraded by
PARG early and rapidly, smaller polymers and ADP-ribose
monomers were accumulated and subsequently degraded
in a later and approximately 20-fold slower second phase
(141). By incubating free PAR with PARG, followed by
protein digestion, phenol extraction, and polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE), it could be shown that linear
PAR chains were degraded slightly faster than branched
ones (129). The same conclusion was achieved by in situ
radiolabelling of cellular NAD+ and isolation of ADP-
ribose polymers from MNNG-treated human HaCaT ker-
atinocytes via boronate affinity chromatography and sub-
sequent analysis via PAGE. While large, linear polymers (≥
36-mers) were degraded rapidly, branched ones could still
be detected for a prolonged period of time (142). Support-
ing previous results, analysis of reaction products of PARG
degradation via high-resolution DNA sequencing gels and
subsequent HPLC revealed the release and accumulation
of oligomeric ADP-ribose (in accordance with endoglyco-
sidic activity of PARG), which was later further degraded to
monomers. Additionally, it could be shown that the percent-
age of branching residues increased with ongoing degra-
dation, while simultaneously, the number of branches per
polymer decreased, leading to the assumption that PARG
digestion produces smaller, unbranched degradation prod-
ucts, while leaving the branching residues themselves intact
(143). Of further note, linear PAR chains were degraded at a
similar rate either as free polymer or bound to histone H2B
in vitro, while protein-bound branched polymer seemed to
be protected from degradation for longer periods of time,
potentially due to mechanisms of steric hinderance (129).

Recently, we analysed PAR levels and branching frequen-
cies in HeLa cells after treatment with H2O2 and observed
an increase in branched PAR molecules between 5 and
7.5 min post treatment, followed by a gradual decline to
basal levels up until the 20 min time point (106). This is

in line with results suggesting the preferential degradation
of linear PAR chains, accompanied by a relative increase
in branching residues (142,143). To validate our findings,
we performed an in vitro PAR degradation assay utilising
human recombinant PARG and differently structured PAR
as produced by our PARP1 variants and quantified gen-
erated ADP-ribose amounts. While short, as well as hypo-
branched PAR chains, were degraded relatively fast – in line
with findings that PARG preferentially binds short poly-
mer (131) – the degradation of long or hyperbranched PAR
was considerably slower (106). As for the comparison of
rather linear to strongly branched PAR, these findings are
in line with previously obtained results, pointing towards
an increased stability of branched PAR chains (142). Yet,
for the comparison of longer to shorter PAR, these results
seem to run counter to the model proposed by Hatakeyama
et al., where large polymers are degraded more rapidly than
smaller ones (141). One explanation for these at first glance
contradictory results, could be that the in vitro assay of
(106), for technical reasons, does not allow for the detec-
tion of endoglycosidic cleavage products. Thus, shorter lin-
ear oligomers might have been formed from branched poly-
mers that are then further degraded later (106). In conclu-
sion, by now there is strong biochemical and cellular evi-
dence that PAR catabolism is highly structure-specific, yet
potential functional consequences of these findings are so
far largely unknown. One obvious, intriguing hypothesis to
follow here, is the idea that structure-specific degradation
intermediates exhibit specific downstream signalling func-
tions via discriminative binding to specific factors.

HETEROGENEITY BEYOND PAR STRUCTURE

Heterogeneity with regards to PAR is not limited to the
structure of the modification itself, but extends to the va-
riety of modified substrates. Thus, in addition to the amino
acid-specific modification of proteins, in recent years the ad-
dition of ADP-ribose units to DNA and RNA has been
identified as a new type of post-replicative modification,
catalysed by various members of the PARP family as well as
certain toxin-related ARTs in non-mammalian organisms
(144–146). For a comprehensive overview on this topic, the
reader is referred to a recent review by Weixler et al. (146).

Mainly responsible for cellular PARylation of proteins,
PARP1 has been shown to directly modify the ends of DNA
oligonucleotides, preferentially at 3′-terminal phosphates
on double-strand breaks (DSBs) and at 5′-terminal phos-
phates on single-stranded oligonucleotides (147,148). Sim-
ilar to PARP1, PARP2 and PARP3 have also been shown
to modify 3′- and 5′-terminal phosphates on SSBs and
DSBs, with PARP3 preferentially modifying 5′-phosphates
on blunt ends (149–151). Depending on the specific prop-
erties of the DNA substrate, DNA modifications by all
three PARPs might even be preferred over the respec-
tive automodification (148,150). Of note, PARP3-ADP-
ribosylated DNA can serve as a primed DNA substrate for
PAR chain elongation by PARP1 and PARP2 (151). More-
over, PARP1, PARP2 or PARP3-dependent DNA modifi-
cations have been shown to be efficiently and fully reversed
by PARG (147,150), while PARP3-dependent mono-ADP-
ribosylation has additionally been shown to be efficiently
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removed by TARG1, MacroD2 and also ARH3 in case of
5′-terminal phosphate modification (149). Adding to the
several studies investigating ADP-ribose modifications on
DNA, a recent study detailed the modification of phospho-
rylated RNA ends by PARP10 (152), which has previously
been shown to contain a specific RNA-recognition mo-
tif (153). Resembling the ADP-ribosylation of DNA, this
process is reversible by the commonly known ADP-ribose
catabolising enzymes PARG, TARG1, MacroD1/D2, as
well as ARH3 (152).

In short, the reversible MARylation and PARylation
on DNA and RNA, thereby forming hybrids of two nu-
cleic acid-like molecules, could function as a physiologi-
cally relevant biological signal. The observation that DNA
and RNA ends showed increased resistance towards phos-
phatase treatment (149,152) could point towards a pro-
tective mechanism, preventing the nucleic acid molecules
from premature degradation. In addition, DNA ADP-
ribosylation potentially plays an active role in DNA repair
processes (146,151).

DRAWING PARALLELS TO THE UBIQUITIN SYSTEM

Besides PARylation, ubiquitination is another very impor-
tant and well-studied post-translational modification. It is
mediated through the interplay of ubiquitin (Ub)-activating
enzymes (E1) with Ub-transferring enzymes (E2) and Ub
ligases (E3). Most frequently, E3 ligases modify acceptor
proteins at lysine (Lys) residues via an isopeptide bond
to the C-terminal glycine of Ub (154). Substrates can ei-
ther be (multi) monoubiquitinated (155) or polyubiquiti-
nated via homotypic or heterotypic linkages through any
of the seven lysine or a methionine residue within Ub.
While homotypic linkages are characterised by conjuga-
tion via one specific linkage type, heterotypic polyubiqui-
tination can include mixed linkages, branching sites, conju-
gation with Ub-like modifiers, and even post-translational
modifications of Ub itself (156). The different Ub chains
are recognised by Ub binding domains within specific Ub
binding proteins (UBPs), thereby forming the connection
between the modified substrates and distinct downstream
processes (157,158). In contrast to PARylation, the bio-
logical function of different polymer lengths and linkages
is somewhat better understood for the Ub system. While
(multi) monoubiquitination is for instance involved in pro-
tein trafficking and endocytosis (159,160), it can also tar-
get substrates for degradation via the Ub-proteasome sys-
tem (161). Lys48-linked Ub chains are the canonical sig-
nal to target substrates for proteasomal degradation (162),
whereas Lys63 linkage is predominantly implicated in non-
degrading pathways like DNA repair (163), protein trans-
port (164), kinase activation and cellular signalling (165).
Furthermore, a linkage via Lys11 is also involved in pro-
teasomal degradation (166) and has additionally been im-
plicated in the regulation of cell division (167). Amongst
the more atypical linkages, Lys27 has been shown to be
involved in the DNA damage response (168), while Lys29
and Lys33 contribute to the regulation of AMPK-related
kinases (169). Further, it could recently be shown that chain
length also plays an important role for recognition by UBPs
for Lys29- and Lys33-linked chains. While longer chains

(≥6-mers) were preferentially bound to enzymes involved in
metabolic conversion (e.g. hydrolases, transferases, and oxi-
doreductases), shorter chains (i.e. dimers/tetramers) rather
interacted with enzymes involved in protein modification
(e.g. kinases, proteases, and also E3 ligases) (170). In line
with this, previous studies already demonstrated that dif-
ferent deubiquitinating enzymes are influenced by differ-
ent chain lengths. While isopeptidase T displays a dis-
tinctly lower affinity for linear dimeric Ub over the tri- or
tetrameric forms (171), the cleavage efficiency of the hydro-
lase UCH-L3 has been shown to decrease with increasing
chain lengths for Lys48- and Lys63-linked chains (172).

Transferring those insights obtained from the Ub sys-
tem, it is reasonable to assume that PAR chain length
and branching are of similar importance for downstream
cellular processes and, taken together with the results we
obtained from analysing differently structured PAR, this
points towards a physiological significance of PAR struc-
tural heterogeneity.

CONCLUSION

As reviewed here, the biological significance of PAR’s struc-
tural heterogeneity is just emerging. This concerns both its
determinants as well as its consequences (Figure 2). On the
one hand, determinants of PAR structural diversity are cer-
tainly different PARP family members that catalyse the ad-
dition of different PAR chains or mono-ADP-ribose to tar-
get molecules, as well as accessory factors that influence
PAR structure, but they might also be found in other post-
translational modifications, naturally occurring PARP vari-
ants and polymorphisms, as well as the intracellular con-
centration of NAD+. Consequences of PAR’s structural di-
versity, on the other hand, comprise the selectivity towards
downstream binding partners, the formation of biomolecu-
lar condensates, PAR catabolism, and a multitude of cellu-
lar endpoints. All this illustrates the intricate and multi-level
system necessary for directed control of PARylation.

Future research needs to address the mechanistic de-
tails, potential (patho-) physiological consequences as well
as therapeutic potential of PAR structure-specific biology.
This includes open questions like: (i) What are the ex-
act and specific natural molecular determinants that in-
duce PAR formation of different chain lengths and branch-
ing frequencies in cells and organs? In this regard, it will
also be interesting to see if different environmental stim-
uli and cellular stressors can lead to differences in the
quality of the formed PAR molecules. (ii) What are fur-
ther PAR chain length and, in particular, branching-specific
downstream factors during cellular stress response? (iii)
What are the molecular binding mechanisms of those PAR
structure-specific interaction partners? (iv) Exactly how do
PAR chain length and branching, as well as the formation
of structure-specific degradation products, regulate cellular
processes under physiological conditions, as well as under
conditions of different forms of cellular stress? (v) How do
different PAR structures and PAR heterogeneity affect bi-
ological functions on multicellular and organismic levels?
And (vi), does dysregulation of PAR structure contribute
to disease development, such as e.g., cancer and neurode-
generative diseases?
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In order to address such questions, it will be necessary
to develop more advanced molecular biological, bioana-
lytical, genetic, and pharmacological tools. For example,
this comprises (i) proteomics approaches for the identifica-
tion of branching- and chain length-specific interactomes,
(ii) metabolomics approaches to monitor PAR structure-
specific catabolic products, (iii) chemical synthesis of PAR
chains of defined chain length and branching to conduct
specific interaction studies and as baits for proteomics
approaches, (iv) biophysical approaches to determine the
structural characteristics of PAR-protein interactions, (v)
genetic engineering of further PARP variants that produce
PAR molecules of more defined branching and/or chain
lengths and (vi) identification of pharmacological modula-
tors of PARP activity, which go beyond the mere enzymatic
inhibition of PARPs. Concerning the latter, by modulating
the quality of PAR produced under certain conditions, it
may be possible not only to inhibit PARP-related cellular
processes more specifically, but potentially also boost and
improve such processes, e.g. rendering genome maintenance
and cellular stress response more efficient. This will poten-
tially open up new possibilities, e.g. for cancer therapy, treat-
ment of neurodegenerative diseases, and aging intervention
strategies.
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